Introduction
Traditional analysis of horizontal mergers is based primarily on industryconcentration measures. The market is defined and pre-and postmerger market shares of the relevant firms are used to compute pre-and postmerger concentration measures, which give rise to presumptions of illegality. Using this approach to evaluate mergers in industries with differentiated, or closely related but not identical, products is problematic. In many cases the product offerings make it difficult to define the relevant product (or geographic) market. Even if the relevant market can easily be defined, the computed concentration index provides a reasonable standard by which to judge the competitive effects of the merger only under strong assumptions. ' To deal with these challenges, a new methodology to evaluate mergers has been d e v e l~p e d .~ estimation, in which demand func-The basic idea consists of "front-end" tions and possibly supply relations are estimated, and a "back-end" analysis, in which the estimates are used to simulate the postmerger equilibrium. This article follows this " University of California, Berkeley, and NBER; nevo@econ.berkeley.edu. NEVO / 397 FIGURE 1 VOLUME MARKET SHARES Data through fourth quarter of 1992 are from IRI lnfoscan Data Base, University of Connecticut, Food Marketing Center, from 1993 data from Goldman Sachs analysis of IRI lnfoscan Review. The first data source is for supermarkets only, while the second is from supermarkets, drug stores, and mass merchandisers. From 1993 the market share of Post includes the Nabisco brands.
The ready-to-eat cereal industry
In 1997 the U.S. market consumed approximately 3 billion pounds of cereal, grossing roughly $9 billion in sales. Figure 1 shows the volume (pounds sold) market shares from 1988 through 1996. The three-firm concentration (C3) over this period decreases from 76% to 73%, while the six-firm concentration (C6) decreases from 95% to 85%.4 This pattern is mirrored by a growth of private-label market shares.Vhe shift in shares of private labels had some impact on three of the mergers I analyze below. The decrease in market share of Shredded Wheat due to generic competition was probably one of the main factors that led Nabisco to sell its cereal line. On the other hand, the success of private labels gave Ralston, which sold its branded cereal business to General Mills, the ability to concentrate on the private-label cereal b~s i n e s s .~ For economists, the concentration of the industry is troublesome because the industry leaders earn consistently high profits. This has drawn the attention of regulatory agencies to industry practices. Perhaps the best known case was the anticompetitive complaint brought by the U.S. Federal Trade Commission against the top three manufacturers-Kellogg, General Mills, and Post-in the 1970s. The focus of that specific complaint was one of the industry's key characteristics: an enormous amount of brands. Without counting negligible brands or market tests, there are currently over 200 brands available. Market shares at the brand level are fairly concentrated. The top 25 brands account for more than 55% of sales, while the top 50 brands account for roughly 85%.
Not only are there many brands in the industry, but, as Figure 2 shows, the rate at which new brands are introduced is high and has been increasing over time. The rate of new brand introduction peaked in the second half of the 1980s, with a sharp "During this period the Nabisco cereal line was bought by Post. Therefore, the definition o f C3 is not completely consistent throughout this period, and C6 is really C5 at the end o f the period.
Private labels arc brands sold under the rctailcr's own label. In this industry, unlike many other industries, these brands are not produced by the leading firms. The exception is Ralston.
Wall Street Journal, September 1 , 1992, page A2, and The New York Times,August 15, 1996 , page D6. 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 Year drop in the beginning of the 1990s. This abrupt decline was partially due to a lack of attempts to introduce cereal to the national market. However, at least initially, it was mainly driven by a lack of success. Of the 28 brands introduced to test markets in 1988, 26 were later introduced nationally, while in 1989 and 1990 only 21 out of 29 and 15 out of 20 were introduced nationally. Of those brands that were introduced nationally, most did not survive in the long run. For example, of the 30 brands Kellogg introduced between 1985 and 1989, only 15 were still in production in 1994, while only 5 out of 15 introduced in 1980 through 1984 were in production. Trends in prices can be seen in Figure 3 . In the five years from 1988 to 1992, average prices of cereal rose significantly. The average increase for the industry was roughly 35%, compared to a 21% increase in the consumer price index. The timing of the price increases is consistent with an attempt by the cereal manufacturers to obtain rents from the new brands introduced in the late 1980s. Figure 3 illustrates an interesting pattern among the main brands in the Post-Nabisco merger and General Mills' acquisition of Chex. In the 2-3 years preceding the merger, price inflation was much higher for Shredded Wheat and Chex than the industry average. Between the second quarter of 1990 and the fourth quarter of 1992, when the Post-Nabisco merger was announced, the price of Shredded Wheat increased by 32%, compared to an average of 7%-12% for other companies. In the postmerger period, between the last quarter of 1992 and the third quarter of 1996, the price fell by 8%, which was comparable to trends among other brands. On the other hand, Chex's price increased 25% during this same period. One has to be careful in drawing conclusions from these facts, since many things happened during this period.
The rate of inflation slowed between 1993 and 1995. Whether causal or not, during this period the main change in market shares was the increase in the share of privatelabel cereals. On April 16, 1996, Kraft, owner of the Post and Nabisco cereal lines, announced a 20% price reduction on all its cereal brands. This was followed by similar announcements by Kellogg, General Mills, and Quaker Oats. The actual price changes offered to consumers were much smaller and ranged between 3%-7%. 
All prices discussed above are net transaction prices excluding coupons. Because the number and value of coupons issued increased during the period 1988-1994, the above claims, for the most part, slightly overestimate the increase in prices paid by consumers. Economists usually think of coupons as tools to price discriminate. However, there are several interesting patterns in the use of coupons that suggest this is not the main motivation in this industry. Rather, the data seem to suggest that coupons are a marketing device (Nevo and Wolfram, 1999 ). An additional aspect of marketing, media advertising, has been an important dimension of competition in this industry since its origins. Advertising-to-sales ratios are currently approximately 13%, compared to 2-4% in other food industries.
The model
In this section I present a model of demand and supply to evaluate the competitive effects of the above mergers7 The essential idea is to estimate the structural parameters that govern demand and supply and use them to simulate the postmerger equilibrium. Here I estimate the demand system and use the estimated elasticities jointly with a model of supply to recover marginal costs. In principle, the supply relation could be estimated jointly with the demand system.
Demand. The first step in computing the effects of a merger, sometimes called the front end, is estimating demand. This step is not only the most difficult from an 'To the best of my knowledge, this idea was first proposed in this context by Baker and Bresnahan (1985) . Except for small differences in the setup of demand, the model used here is identical to the one outlined by Berry and Pakes (1993) . econometric viewpoint, but is also a critical determinant of the outcome of the next several steps. Its importance parallels that of the market definition in traditional merger analysis. I focus on the model I use for the analysis below. Alternative methods will be discussed briefly later. However, a full empirical comparison of alternatives to the method used here is beyond the scope of this article. The interested reader is referred to Nevo (1997) for such a comparison.
Suppose we observe t = 1, . . . , T markets, each with i = 1, . . . ,M, consumers. In the estimation below a market will be defined as a city-quarter combination. The conditional indirect utility of consumer i from product j in market t is where xjris a K-dimensional (row) vector of observable product characteristics, including national media advertising, p,, is the price of product j in market t, Ej, is an unobserved (by the econometrician) product characteristic, and is a mean-zero stochastic term. Finally, (a: P" are K + 1 individual-specific coefficients.
Examples of observed characteristics are calories, sodium, and fiber content. The unobserved characteristic includes market-specific effects of merchandising, other than national advertising. Formally, we can model the unobserved component as tj,= 5, f + AE,,. In the empirical application, (, and 5, will be captured by brand and time dummy variable^.^ Market-specific components are included in AE,, and are left as the econometric error term. I assume both firms and consumers observe the observed and unobserved (by the econometrician) product characteristics and take them into consideration when making decisions.
The specification given by equation (1) assumes that all consumers face the same product characteristics. This implies that the unobserved characteristic is identical for all consumers. Since the coefficient on price is allowed to vary among individuals, this is consistent with the theoretical literature of vertical product differentiation.' This specification also implies that all consumers in a market are offered the same price. In reality this will not be true: price varies between stores within a city and over time in a given store. Using an average price, as I do below, leads to measurement error and provides an additional motivation for the instrumental-variable procedure discussed below.
I model the distribution of consumers' taste parameters for the characteristics as multivariate normal (conditional on demographics) with a mean that is a function of demographic variables and parameters to be estimated, and a variance-covariance matrix to be estimated. Let where K is the dimension of the observed characteristics vector, D iis a d X 1 vector of demographic variables, n is a (K + 1) X d matrix of coefficients that measure how I abuse notation here. The index t refers to market (i.e., city-quarter) specific variables, while in the application I include only time dunlnly variables. I do this to avoid having to introduce an additional subscript.
%n alternative is to model the distribution of the valuation of the unobserved characteristics, as in Das, Olley, and Pakes (1994) . the taste characteristics vary with demographics, and C is a scaling matrix. This specification allows individual characteristics to consist of demographics that are "observed" and additional characteristics that are "unobserved," denoted Di and v, re~pectively.~~ Specification of the demand system is completed with the introduction of an "outside good"; the consumers may decide not to purchase any of the brands. The indirect utility from this outside option is I assume that consumers purchase one unit of the good that gives the highest utility. This implicitly defines the set of individual-specific variables that lead to the choice of good j. Formally, let this set be where x , , 5, and p , are J X 1 vectors of observed and unobserved characteristics and prices of all brands, and 8 is a vector that includes all the parameters of the model. Assuming ties occur with zero probability, the market share of the jth product as a function of the mean utility levels of all the J + 1 goods, given the parameters, is
where P*(-) denotes population distribution functions. The second equality is a consequence of an assumption of the independence of D, v, and E. Even if only aggregate share data is observed, the model can be estimated by choosing the parameters that minimize the distance, in some metric, between the shares predicted by equation (2) and observed shares.
A comment is in order about the assumption that consumers choose no more than one brand. Taking the notation literally implies that consumers choose a single brand each quarter. If I allow i to capture not just different individuals but also the same consumer at different consumption spells during the quarter, then the model can be viewed as a consumer making several discrete decisions in a quarter and these decisions aggregated over time (not just across individuals). There are two potential problems with this interpretation. First, since many consumers purchase more than one brand of cereal in any supermarket trip, one could still question the discrete-choice assumption. However, most people consume only one brand of cereal at a time, which is the relevant fact for this modelling assumption. If mixing of several brands in a serving is not a negligible phenomenon, then the model can be viewed as an approximation to the true choice model. An alternative is to explicitly model the choice of multiple products, or continuous quantities (as in Dubin and McFadden (1984) or Hendel (1999) ). Second, if multiple purchases are allowed by each consumer in a single quarter, then the assumption, discussed below, of the independence of E ,~,across i is even more questionable. The full model allows for correlation across i, which enters through the ' O The distinction between "observed" and "unobserved" individual characteristics refers to auxiliary datasets and not to the main data source, which includes only aggregate quantities and average prices. Below, the Current Population Survey will be used to sample from the empirical distribution of the "observed" characteristics. demographic variables, and therefore adjusts for this problem in a reduced-form way (i.e., without modelling the effect directly).
Assuming that consumer heterogeneity enters the model only through the additive random shocks, qji,and that these shocks are identically and independently distributed with a Type I extreme-value distribution reduces the model to the multinomial logit model. Due to its tractability, the logit model has been used for simulating the effects of mergers (Werden and Froeb, 1994) . However, the logit model greatly restricts the own-and cross-price elasticities (for details see McFadden (1981) or Berry, Levinsohn, and Pakes (1995) ). Slightly less restrictive models, in which the identically and independently distributed assumption is replaced with a variance components structure, are available (the generalized extreme value model, McFadden (1978) ). The nested logit model and the principles of differentiation generalized extreme value model (Bresnahan, Stem, and Trajtenberg, 1997) fall within this class.
The full model nests these other models and allows for flexible patterns of ownand cross-price elasticities. Cross-price substitution patterns will be driven by product characteristics and are not constrained by a priori segmentation of the market, yet at the same time can take advantage of this segmentation by including segment dummy variables as characteristics.
Supply and equilibrium. Suppose there are F firms, each of which produces some subset, Ff,of the j = 1, . . . , J different brands. The profits of firm f are where s,(p) is the market share of brand j, which is a function of prices of all brands, M is the size of the market, mc, is the constant marginal cost of production,ll and Cf is the fixed cost of production. The market size defined here is different from that used in traditional analysis of mergers in that it includes the share of the outside good. This definition allows us to keep the market size fixed while still allowing the total quantity of products sold to increase (since such an increase will result in a decrease in the share of the outside good). Therefore, the analysis of a merger is less sensitive to the exact definition of market size.12
Assuming (1) the existence of a pure-strategy Bertrand-Nash equilibrium in prices and (2) that the prices that support it are strictly positive, the price, p,, of any product j produced by firm f must satisfy the first-order condition These J equations imply price-costs margins for each product. The markups can be solved for explicitly by defining
In vector notation, the first-order conditions become ' I See Scherer (1982) for a justification of constant marginal cost. l 2 The analysis can be sensitive to the market definition in two ways. First, demand estimation could be influenced (Berry, 1994; Nevo, 2000) ; this is not the case for the results presented below. Second, as I discuss below, in simulation of postmerger equilibrium the inside and outside goods are treated differently.
This implies a markup equation and implied marginal costs I use (4) in several ways. First, in the tradition of the new empirical I 0 (Bresnahan, 1989) , I assume that marginal costs are not observed. Therefore, I use estimates of the demand system to compute the marginal costs implied by (4). These estimates of marginal costs rely on obtaining consistent estimates of the demand system and on the equilibrium assumption. For the application below I assume a Nash-Bertrand equilibrium based on Nevo (forthcoming) that finds margins predicted from a Nash-Bertrand equilibrium to match accounting margins better than do those from other behavioral models. Second, to simulate the postmerger equilibrium I use the same Nash-Bertrand equilibrium assumption as before. In principle, the analysis is not constrained to having the same model of firm conduct before and after the merger, nor is it restricted to the one presented here.
Let flpO" be a matrix defined by (3) using the postmerger structure of the industry. The predicted postmerger equilibrium price, p*, solves where Kc are the marginal costs implied by the demand estimates and the premerger ownership structure. Equation ( 5 ) makes several nontrivial assumptions. First, it assumes a particular model of premerger conduct, Nash-Bertrand. If premerger behavior is more collusive than this assumption, I would overestimate marginal costs and the anticompetitive effects of a merger. The latter could be examined when comparing predicted to actual postmerger outcomes. Second, I assume that the cost structure stays the same before and after the merger. Many mergers are justified on the basis of cost efficiency, which in some cases translates into a claim that marginal costs go down after the merger. Here I assume not only that production cost is constant but also manufacturer-retail relations, since the retailer markup is a part of the marginal cost. If one is willing to quantify the change in marginal costs due to the merger, then can be adjusted appropriately. Such an adjustment can be based on an engineering estimate or econometric analysis, and it would allow us to translate the projected cost improvements into changes in equilibrium prices and quantities. Furthermore, we could ask the reverse question: How large do the cost improvements have to be in order to offset any anticompetitive effects of the merger? Are such costs reductions reasonable?
Third, the matrices Wreand fl~'""~ use the same demand estimates and differ only in ownership structure. This does not imply that price elasticities are the same before and after the merger, since elasticity might vary with price. However, this approach is not consistent with firms changing their strategies in other dimensions that may influence demand. For example, if as a result of the merger the level of advertising changes, and advertising influences price sensitivity, then the estimate of the postmerger equilibrium price based on (5) will be wrong. In addition this implies that characteristics, observed and unobserved, and the value of the outside good are assumed to stay the same pre-and postmerger. Therefore, I am implicitly assuming that the price of the outside good is exogenous and does not change in response to the merger.
Consumer welfare. One of the advantages of the structural model is that it can be used not just to simulate the new equilibrium, but also to analyze the change in consumer welfare. A measure of the change is the compensating variation. If the marginal utility of income is fixed for each individual (i.e., it does not vary as a result of the price change),I3 then McFadden (1981) and Small and Rosen (1981) show that the compensating variation for individual i is given by
where Vy and Vrtare defined by (1) using the premerger prices and postmerger predicted prices, respectively. The mean compensating variation in the population is given by where M is the total number of consumers and P*(.) are distribution functions.
When computing changes in welfare, two assumptions have to be made about parts of the model that were not fully characterized. First, an assumption about changes in unobserved characteristics is required. A natural assumption is that, as with the observed characteristics, there is no change in the unobserved components, G,,at least in the short run. Second, I also assume that there are no changes in the utility from (or quality of) the outside good. Both assumptions are made in order to generate the postmerger equilibrium.
Data and estimation
The data. The data required to consistently estimate the model include the following variables: market shares and prices in each city-quarter, brand characteristics, advertising, and information on the distribution of demographics.
Market shares and prices were obtained from the IRI Infoscan Data Base at the University of Connecticut. Variable definitions and the details of data construction are given in Appendix A. These data are aggregated by brand (for example, different-sized boxes are considered one brand), city, and quarter. The sample covers 24 brands in 45 cities and ranges from the first quarter of 1988 to the last quarter of 1992. The combined city-level market share of brands in the sample varies between 42% and 63% of the total volume of cereal sold in each city and quarter. Combined national market shares vary between 55% and 60%. Although this sample leaves out many brands, those most relevant for the mergers analyzed below are included.
Summary statistics for the main variables are provided in Table 1 . The last three columns show the percentage of variance due to brand, city, and quarter dummy variables. Controlling for the variation between brands, much of the variation in prices is due to differences across cities. The variation in prices is due to both exogenous and endogenous sources (i.e., variation correlated with demand shocks). Consistent estimation will have to separate these effects. The Infoscan price and quantity data were l 3 If the marginal utility of income varies, then the computation is more complex (McFadden, 1995) . Estimation. I estimate the parameters of the model described in Section 3 using the data described in the previous subsection by following Berry (1994) and Berry, Levinsohn, and Pakes (1995) .The key point of the estimation is to exploit a population moment condition that is a product of instrumental variables and a (structural)error term to form a (nonlinear)GMM estimator. The error term is defined as the unobserved product characteristics, ti,.The main technical difficulties in the estimation are the computation of the integral defining the market shares, given in equation (2),and the inversion of the market share equations to obtain the error term (which can be plugged into the objective function). Some details of the estimation are given in Appendix A. For more details see Berry, Levinsohn, and Pakes (1995) or Nevo (2000) .
Instruments.
The key identifying assumption in the estimation is the population moment condition, detailed in Appendix A, which requires a set of exogenous instrumental variables. Prices are a function o f marginal costs and a markup term. Once brand dummy variables are included in the regression, the error term is the unobserved city-quarter deviation from the overall mean valuation of the brand, denoted At,,. I assume that firms observe and account for this deviation, which will influence the market-specificmarkup and will be correlated with prices. Therefore,(nonlinear)leastsquares estimates will be biased and inconsistent.
I use an approach similar to that of Hausman (1996) and exploit the panel structure of the data. The identifying assumption is that, controlling for brand-specific means and demographics, city-specific valuations are independent across cities (but may be correlated within a city). Given this assumption, prices of the brand in other cities are valid instrumental variables since prices of brand j in any two cities ( I ) will be correlated due to the common marginal cost but (2) will be, due to the independence assumption, uncorrelated with market-specific valuation. One could use prices in all other cities and quarters as instruments. I use regional quarterly average prices (excluding the city being instrumented)in all twenty quarters.
There are several plausible situations in which the independence assumption will not hold. I discuss several of them in Appendix B. In addition to providing arguments supporting the validity of the instrumental variables, I compare the estimates to those obtained from direct proxies for marginal costs. The comparison can only be done in the context of the more restrictive logit model. The results, presented in Appendix B, demonstrate that the estimates obtained from the different identifying assumptions are essentially identical.
Results
This section simulates price changes that would result from mergers in the readyto-eat cereal industry. Five mergers and acquisitions are examined. First, I analyze Post's acquisition of the Nabisco cereal line and General Mills' acquisition of Chex. Next, I simulate the effects of the proposed purchase of Nabisco cereals by General Mills, which was called off due to antitrust concerns. Finally, I examine two hypothetical mergers: Quaker Oats with Kellogg and Quaker Oats with General Mills. The choice of these two is intended only to demonstrate how the model works.
Demand. Results of the demand estimation are presented in Table 2 . The first column displays the means of the taste parameters, a and P. The next five columns present the parameters that measure heterogeneity in the population: standard deviations, interaction with log of income, the squared log of income, log of age, and a dummy variable equal to one if age is less than sixteen. The means of the distribution of marginal utilities, P's, are estimated by a minimum distance procedure (see Appendix A for details). All coefficients are statistically significant. For the average consumer, sugar has positive marginal utility, while fiber has a negative marginal utility.
Estimates of standard deviations of taste parameters are not significant at conventional significance levels for all characteristics except for the Kids and Adults segment dummy variables. Most interactions with demographics are significant. Marginal utility from sugar decreases with income, whereas the marginal valuation of sogginess increases with income. These results are similar to those presented in Nevo (forthcoming), which contains a detailed discussion of the results and the economic implications.
The results suggest that individual price sensitivity is heterogenous. The estimate of the standard deviation is not statistically significant, suggesting that most of the heterogeneity is explained by the demographics. Price sensitivity is not monotonic in income. Consumers with average income tend to be the least price sensitive. Households with children are statistically not more sensitive. Allowing the price coefficient to be a nonlinear function of income is important (Nevo, forthcoming) . Further nonlinearity was explored by adding additional powers of income, which in general were found to be nonsignificant. Table 3 presents a sample of elasticities implied by the results. The model does not restrict the elasticities to be the same across markets. Therefore, rather than presenting the elasticities for a particular market, I display the medians across the 900 city-quarter combinations. I note that the two problems of the logit model, found in the results displayed in Appendix B, are not present here. The own-price elasticities are not linear in price, despite the fact that price enters utility in a linear form. This is due to the heterogeneity in price sensitivity. Consumers who purchase different products have different price sensitivity. In addition, substitution patterns across brands are driven by product characteristics.
Additional specifications and sensitivity analysis. The results presented in the previous section relied on several key assumptions, which I now examine. First, I examine the identifying assumption made to justify the instrumental variables. Appendix B displays some results that support the use of these instrumental variables. Second, I explore the sensitivity of the results to definitions of key variables (for example, the share of the outside good), functional form (mainly in the interaction with demographics), and distributional assumptions. The results presented here were found to be robust (and can be found for a slightly different dataset in Nevo (forthcoming)).
Third, I compare the results to the main alternative method, a multilevel demand system (Hausman, Leonard, and Zona, 1994; Hausman, 1996) . A comparison of the two methods has both methodological and practical interest because these methods have been used to evaluate some recent mergers. A full comparison is beyond the scope of this article but can be found in Nevo (1997) . Using the same dataset I find that the multilevel demand system yields, for this industry, somewhat disturbing cross-price elasticities. Some of the cross-price elasticities are estimated to be negative. This "wrong" sign occurs most often for products commonly viewed as close substitutes. For example, Post Raisin Brand and Kellogg's Raisin Bran appear to be complements. If used in the analysis below, this would yield strange results. For example, if Post and Kellogg merged, the price of both firms' Raisin Bran would be predicted to decrease. This phenomenon is not limited just to my data. It appears also in Hausman (1996) . This result may, however, be due to idiosyncracies of the cereal industry, since it does not seem to happen in the studies of Hausman, Leonard, and Zona (1994) and Ellison et al. (1997) . It is my conjecture that this is due to a partial failure of the instrumental variables. Demand at the bottom level of the multilevel system is estimated by regressing quantities (expenditure shares) on prices of all brands in that segment. This requires that the instrumental variables have sufficient variation across brands in order to precisely estimate the effects of prices of all close competitors. For very close substitutes, prices in all markets are likely to move jointly (either due to strategic effects or common cost and demand shocks). Since the instrumental variables I use are prices in other cities, they are likely to be highly correlated across brands. Therefore, the instrumental the mixed logit model are reasonable. The following patterns can be observed. (1) Brands that we think are cheaper to produce have lower costs. For example, Kellogg's Corn Flakes is slightly cheaper to get to shelf than Kellogg's Frosted Flakes (Frosted Flakes are essentially Corn Flakes coated with frosting). (2) Similar brands of companies with larger market shares, and potentially more bargaining power with retailers, have lower costs. For example, Kellogg's Raisin Bran is cheaper to get to shelf than Post Raisin BranI5 and Kellogg's Crispix is cheaper than Chex. (3) Holding price constant, brands with larger shares have lower costs, which is consistent with retailers using lower markups on the larger brands due to their power to attract consumers to the store. Alternatively, due to shorter shelf life, inventory costs are lower per box for the larger brands. (4) Kids' cereals tend to have higher markups and lower predicted costs, which is consistent both with production costs and retailer behavior. (5) Kellogg's Rice Krispies is an outlier in its predicted costs. The demand model predicts a high markup for this brand, and because its price is relatively low the result is a low predicted marginal cost. There are several potential explanations, including misspecification of the demand system, but since the simulations below are not affected, I do not explore this matter further.
Postmerger equilibrium. The postmerger equilibrium is simulated using the demand estimates and the recovered marginal costs. I present results, first, under the assumption that marginal costs are the same before and after the merger. Next, I explore the effects of cost reductions. All computations are based on the demand estimates presented in Table 2 . The postmerger equilibrium is computed for each of the 45 cities in the sample using data of the last quarter of 1992. Table 5 presents the percentage increase in equilibrium prices and quantities assuming no cost reduction. I present in Table 6 the cost reductions required to leave the equilibrium price unchanged. This last set of results is useful because in many cases it is hard to predict the actual cost reduction. Therefore, it might be useful to ask: What magnitude of cost efficiencies would leave the equilibrium outcome unchanged?
The first merger I analyze is Post's acquisition of the Nabisco cereal line. The main argument of New York State officials was that the high degree of substitution between Post Grape Nuts and Nabisco Shredded Wheat would lead to an increase in the price of these products if the merger were to occur. Merger simulation results are presented in the first column of Table 5 . Despite the prediction that Grape Nuts is the closest substitute for Shredded Wheat (Table 3) , the simulated price increases are low. The point estimates are a 3.1% and 1.5% price increase for Shredded Wheat and Grape Nuts, respe~tively.'~~" If I assume a 5% decrease in marginal cost of Post and Nabisco brands, then the effects of the merger are offset. Given the small production scale of Nabisco before the merger and the estimates of marginal costs presented in the previous section, a 5% cost reduction is not completely unreasonable.
The second merger simulated is the attempt of General Mills to acquire the Nabisco cereal line, before the purchase by Post. The acquisition was cancelled due to antitrust concerns. Indeed, the simulated price increase for Shredded Wheat is 7.5% (with a l5 For these two brands there is potentially another factor. Many raisin bran consumers claim that Post's version has more raisins. I did not examine this claim directly; however, a serving of Post Raisin Bran has more sugar and is higher in fiber, which is consistent with this claim. l6 TO construct confidence intervals for the point estimates presented in Tables 5 through 7, I use a parametric bootstrap. I draw parameter values from a normal distribution with mean and variance equal to the estimates in Table 2 . For each of these draws I calculate the predicted price increase.
" For the Post-Nabisco merger, the 95% confidence intervals for the price increase of Shredded Wheat and Grape Nuts are [1.6, 4.81 and 1.6, 2.21, respectively. 95% confidence interval of between 4.0 and 13.1). A 5% cost reduction is no longer enough to offset the effects of the merger. As seen in the second column of Table 6 , the cost reduction to Shredded Wheat would need to be greater than 10% (with a 95% confidence interval of between 5.1 and 21.4) in order to reach the same equilibrium outcome.
In August 1996 General Mills purchased from Ralston the Chex cereal line. This merger was examined by the federal authorities and not challenged. The increase in price is presented in the third column of Table 5 .18 The predicted price increases and
The results presented here take the premerger state as prior to the Post-Nabisco merger. I also tried to simulate these mergers sequentially, i.e., take into account that Post acquired the Nabisco cereal line when computing the premerger stats. The results were essentially the same. the reductions in marginal costs required to offset the anticompetitive effects are larger than in the previous two mergers. A 12.2% price increase is predicted for Chex (with a 95% confidence interval of between 7.9 and 28.0). For this merger there were other considerations that could have counterbalanced the price increase. For example, Ralston's goal was to concentrate on its private-label business, which might thereby check the price increase of branded cereal. In the simulation this effect is not incorporated, as the outside good does not change. The last two mergers considered are between Quaker Oats (or its three brands in the sample) and either Kellogg or General Mills. Both of these are hypothetical mergers and are used only to demonstrate the method proposed here. The results from these thought experiments can be seen in the last two columns of Tables 5 and 6.
The results in Tables 5 and 6 demonstrate the effect of a merger on prices. However, they do not give any criteria by which to judge if these price changes are large Table 5 . The bottom half displays the cost reductions required to keep total welfare unchanged, i.e., change in consumer surplus minus change in variable profits equals zero. The first three columns assume a fixed proportional reduction only to brands of acquired firm, while the last two columns assume cost reductions to brands of both firms.
or not. The right measure by which to answer this question is the influence of the merger on consumer welfare. In Table 7 I present changes in consumer surplus, profits, revenues, and total welfare assuming no cost reductions. I also present the breakdown in profits and revenues assuming the cost reductions keep total welfare unchanged.I9 Compensating variation, CV,, is computed for each individual, in a sample taken from the CPS, by using equation (6). I average the compensating variation, CV,, across the sample and multiply by the number of consumers, M in equation (7), to get total change in consumer surplus. The number of consumers is assumed to be 260 million (U.S. consumers) times 365 days.20
The results suggest that the Post-Nabisco merger, which was approved, has the smallest impact on consumer surplus and total welfare, approximately a reduction of $14 and $7 million a year, respectively (with 95% confidence intervals of between 7.0 and 27.2 million, and 1.0 and 16.7 million). The General Mills-Nabisco merger, which was not approved, would have had a higher impact on welfare. The General Mills "'Unlike the case examined in Table 6 , the cost reductions are not unique. I assume that marginal costs were reduced by a fixed proportion for all brands of either the acquired firm (first three mergers) or both firms (last two mergers). 20 Prices are all taken for a daily serving. Therefore, I have to multiply by the number of days to get annual aggregate demand and change in consumer surplus. acquisition of Chex generated an even greater reduction in consumer surplus and total welfare, $44 and $32 million, re~pectively,~~ yet was approved. In this acquisition there were several nonprice dimensions of competition that my model ignores, but they were important for this merger and could therefore reduce the impact on total welfare. I return to this point below. The last two mergers considered would have a substantial impact on total welfare, with a reduction of $127 and $193 million a year. These numbers are probably a lower bound on the true impact, because in these two mergers, unlike the previous mergers considered, several important brands of the merging firms are not included in the analysis. The cost reductions required to keep consumer welfare fixed are monotonic in the original reduction in total welfare for the first three mergers. For these mergers, since there is a difference in the scale of production between the acquiring and acquired firm, it makes sense to assume that only the smaller, acquired, firm's brands will enjoy cost reductions. For the last two mergers I define the cost reductions differently. I assume that all brands of both merging firms enjoy the same percentage reduction. An alternative is to assume that only the Quaker Oats brands will enjoy the cost reduction, in which case the required cost reductions are over 80% and 90%, respectively.
Discussion
This article uses a structural model of demand and supply to simulate price equilibria and compute the social welfare changes resulting from various mergers. The approach is used to examine five mergers in the ready-to-eat cereal industry: two actual, one attempt to merge that was later withdrawn, and two hypothetical. Postmerger equilibrium outcomes are simulated under a variety of assumptions on the cost-reduction effects of the mergers. In addition, the model is used to generate welfare implications of the new equilibrium.
Since two of the mergers actually occurred, a natural question is how well the model predicts the outcome. I do not have detailed data, as used in estimation, for the postmerger period. Therefore, I cannot conduct formal tests of the predictions. However, some informal analysis can be performed. Figure 3 shows that the price of Shredded Wheat went down after the merger. There was a significant decline in the price in 1994, but one could claim this was due to the court proceedings that were still in progress and does not reflect the unconstrained profit-maximizing price. In 1995 the price of Shredded Wheat was roughly equal to the price in 1993. This is not statistically different from the prediction of the no-cost-saving model and is almost exactly equal to the point estimate assuming 5% cost savings. The price of Chex stayed around $3.80 per pound at the end of 1996 and during 1997. However, during this period the average price of branded cereal dropped by roughly 8%. Once again, this is almost identical to the prediction of the 5% cost-reduction model.
The model is also able to predict profits generated by the mergers. In principle, the present discounted value of incremental profits could be compared to the price paid by the acquired firm. Post paid $450 million for the Nabisco cereal line, which at the time of purchase generated roughly $160 million in sales per year, compared to $200 million two years earlier. At the standard, for this industry, 15-20% pretax profit-tosales ratio,22 this yields $24-$32 million a year, or $30-$40 million at the 1990 sales. These returns make this a reasonable investment. However, it is highly probable that Post expected to experience lower marginal costs after the merger. If the cost savings were of the order of magnitude of those considered in Table 7 , such efficiency gains would contribute an additional $10 million a year, making this a solid investment even before realizing any gains from new brand introductions and advertising. General Mills paid $560 million for the Chex cereal and snack line, which generated sales of $420 million, including $80 million in Chex Mix sales. These sales are likely to yield pretax profits of $60-$80 million per year, suggesting that the price paid reflected General Mills' expectation of relatively small cost efficiencies.
There could be other dimensions of nonprice competition between cereal manufacturers, e.g., advertising and brand introduction. The analysis in this article does not take into account any postmerger changes in behavior in these dimensions. For example, merging firms might change the number of new brands, or the way in which new brands are introduced (Werden and Froeb, 1998; Cabral, 1999) . Such changes could have a direct effect on consumer welfare and an indirect effect on long-run prices. The direct effect might increase (decrease) consumer welfare through more (less) variety. However, the long-run effect might be to create a barrier to entry (Schmalensee, 1978) , thus supporting higher long-run prices. In order to determine if these effects exist, and which one dominates, we need a dynamic model of brand introduction.
Nonprice dimensions could be introduced by simulating the effects a merger would have on the policy functions determining these strategies. However, an empirical model of dynamic decisions, such as advertising and brand introduction, is beyond current l 2As presented in Table 4 , the average predicted cost-price margin is approximately 50%. After accounting for fixed costs and advertising, we get the 15-20% pretax profits-to-sales ratio (Nevo, forthcoming). knowledge. The algorithm offered by Pakes and McGuire (1994) 23is promising as a basis for future work.
Appendix A
This Appendix contains additional information on data construction and estimation Data. The data described in Section 4 were obtained from various sources. Quantity and price data were obtained from the Food Marketing Policy Center at the University of Connecticut. These data were collected by Information Resources, Inc. (IRI) using scanning devices in a national random sample of supermarkets located in various metropolitan areas and rural towns. Weekly data for UPC-coded products are drawn from a sample that represents the universe of supermarkets with annual sales of more than $2 million, accounting for 82% of grocery sales in the United States. In most cities the sample covers more than 20% of the relevant population. Due to the importance of the sample to its customers, IRI makes an effort to make the sample representative. This is confirmed by unpublished analysis conducted by the Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Market shares are defined by converting volume sales into number of servings sold,24and dividing by the total potential number of servings in a city in a quarter. This potential was assumed to be one serving per capita per day. The market share of the outside good was defined as the difference between one and the sum of inside goods market shares. A price variable was created by dividing the dollar sales by the number of servings sold, and deflated using a regional urban consumers CPI. The dollar sales reflect the price paid by consumers at the register, generating an average real per-serving transaction price.
Advertising data were taken from the Leading National Advertising database, which contains quarterly national advertising expenditures from ten media sources for each brand.25The advertising variable is defined as the total expense for the ten types of media. Product characteristics were collected in local supermarkets by examining cereal boxes. This implicitly assumes that the characteristics have not changed since 1988. Although this is not exactly true, it seems a reasonable first approximation. Each cereal was classified into "mushy" or not, depending on its sogginess in milk.20
Information on the distribution of demographics was obtained by sampling individuals from the March Current Population Survey for each year. I sampled forty draws for each city in each year. Individual income was obtained by dividing household income by the size of the household. The variable Child was defined as a dummy variable equal to one if age is less than sixteen. The national averages obtained here are representative of Census statistics.
Finally, instrumental variables were constructed using two additional data sources. An average of wages paid in the supermarket sector in each city was constructed from the NBER CPS Monthly Earning Extracts. Estimates of city density were taken from the Bureau of Labor Statistics, as were regional price indices.
Summary statistics for all variables are presented in a table available at http://emlab.berkeley.edu/-nevo.
Estimation. Let Z = [z,, . . . , z, l be a set of instruments such that where w, a function of the model parameters, is an error term defined below and 0" denotes the true value of these parameters. The GMM estimate is
where A is a consistent estimate of EIZ'ww'Z]. Following Berry (1994) , 1 define the error term by solving for the mean utility levels, 6,, common to all individuals, that solve the implicit system of equations where s,(.) is the market share function defined by equation (2). S , are the observed market shares, and Hz 21 See also Gowrisankaran (1995) . 24 1 use the serving weight suggested by the manufacturer, which is assumed correct (or at least proportional to the "true" serving weight). 25 The sources include magazines, Sunday magazines, newspapers, outdoor advertising, network television, spot television, syndicated television, cable networks, network radio, and national spot radio. 2h I wish to thank Sandy Black for suggesting this variable and helping me classify the various brands. is a parameter vector, which includes n and 2 in the notation of Section 3. For the logit model the solution, Sf,(x,, p,, S,; Hz), is equal to ln(Sj,) -In(&,), while for the full model this inversion is done numerically. Once this inversion has been done, the error term is defined as If we want to include brand, time, or city variables, they would also be included in the right-hand side.
In the logit model, with the appropriate choice of a weight matrix, this procedure simplifies to twostage least-squares regression using ln(S,,) -In(&,) as the dependent variable. In the full random coefficients model, both the computation of the market shares and the inversion to get 6,,(.) have to be done numerically. The value of the estimate in equation (A2) is then computed using a nonlinear search. For details of the computation algorithm, including a MATLAB computer code, see Nevo (2000) .
The empirical specification includes a brand dummy variable as one of the product characteristics. However, the coefficients on these variables are not allowed to vary by individual. This variable captures the effects of all brand characteristics, observed and unobserved, that are constant across markets, improves the fit of the model, and reduces the endogeneity problem (by controlling for some of the unobserved quality). To recover the mean taste for any observed characteristic that is fixed between markets, a minimum distance procedure is used (Chamberlain, 1982) .
Let d = (dl, . . . , d,)' denote the J X 1 vector of brand dummy coefficients, X be the J X K (K < J ) matrix of product characteristics, and 5 = (t,, . . . , 5,)' be the J X 1 vector of unobserved product qualities.
Then, from equation (I),
If we assume that E[[1X] = 0,27 the estimates of / 3 and 5 are where d is the vector of coefficients estimated from the GMM procedure described above, and V, is the variance-covariance matrix of these estimates. The coefficients on the brand dummies provide an "unrestricted" estimate of the mean utility. The minimum distance procedure projects these estimates onto a lower dimensional space, which is implied by a "restricted" model that sets 5 to zero. This provides a ,y2 test to evaluate these restrictions.
Appendix B
This Appendix presents tests of the identifying assumption. As was pointed out in Section 4, there are several reasons to doubt the independence assumption of demand shocks across cities required to justify the instrumental variables. For example, consider a national (or regional) demand shock, such as the discovery that fiber reduces the risk of cancer. This discovery will increase the unobserved valuation of all fiberintensive brands in all cities, and the independence assumption will be violated. The results concentrate on well-established brands, and aggregate demand shocks are captured by time dummy variables. Nevertheless, based on theoretical arguments one cannot completely rule out the possibility of correlation in the demand shocks.
Determining the plausibility of the instruments is an empirical issue. I examine another set of instrumental variables, which proxies for the marginal costs directly, and compare the difference between the estimates implied by these different sets of instrumental variables. The marginal costs include production (materials, labor, and energy), packaging, and distribution costs. Direct production and packaging costs exhibit little variation and are too small a percentage of marginal costs to be correlated with prices. Also, except for small variations over time, a brand dummy variable, which is included as one of the regressors, proxies for these costs. The last component of marginal costs, distribution costs, includes the cost of transportation, shelf space, and labor. These are proxied by region dummy variables, which pick up transportation costs; city density, which is a proxy for the difference in the cost of space; and average city earning in the supermarket sector computed from the CPS Monthly Earning Files.
There are not enough additional instrumental variables to estimate the full model. Therefore, I examine a restricted version of the full model, the logit model. In addition to exploring the instrumental variables, Number of observations is 21,600. Dependant variable is ln(S,,) -In(&,). All regressions include time and brand dummy variables: robust standard errors are given in parentheses.
Adjusted R2 for the OLS regression, and a test of overidentification for the instrumental-variables regressions with the .95 critical values in parentheses. this model is interesting due to the emphasis it has received in the merger literature (Werden and Froeb, 1994) . Table B1 presents results obtained by regressing the difference of the log of each brand's observed market share and the log of the share of the outside good, ln(S,,) -In(S,,,), on price, advertising expenditures, brand, and time dummy variables. Column 1 displays the results of ordinary least squares. The coefficient on price and the implied own-price elasticities are relatively low. The logit demand structure does not impose a constant elasticity, and therefore the estimates imply a different elasticity for each brand-city-quarter combination. Some statistics of the own-price elasticity distribution are shown at the bottom of each column. The low elasticities and the high number of inelastic demands are not uncommon and are due to the endogeneity of prices.
Two sets of instrumental variables were explored to deal with this problem. Columns 2 and 4 present two-stage least-squares estimates using the average regional prices, described in Section 4, as instrumental variables. Columns 3 and 5 use the proxies for marginal costs described above as instrumental variables in the same regression. Finally, column 6 uses both sets of instrumental variables. Columns 4-6 include controls for market demographics.
Three conclusions should be drawn from the results in Table B 1. First, once instrumental variables are used, the coefficient on price and the implied own-price elasticity increase in absolute value. This is predicted by theory and holds in a wide variety of studies. Second, even though there are reasons to doubt the validity of the first set of instruments, they seem to generate results almost identical to those produced by using the cost proxies. The similarity between the coefficients does not promise the two sets of instrumental variables will produce identical coefficients in different models or that these are valid instrumental variables. However, the finding does provide some support for the validity of the instrumental variables used. Finally, the results demonstrate the importance of controlling for demographics and heterogeneity, which the full model does.
The limitations of the logit model for merger analysis are well known (McFadden, 1981; Berry, Levinsohn, and Pakes, 1995) . Nevertheless, I present some of the implications of the results. The implied marginal costs are presented in Table 4 . Another table, available at http://emlab.berkeley.edu/-nevo, presents the implied estimates of own-and cross-price elasticities. There are two disturbing patterns in this table, both predicted by theory and both due to the logit functional form. First, the own-price elasticities, presented in the second column, are almost exactly linear in price. This is due to the lack of heterogeneity in the price coefficient and the fact that price enters in a linear f~rm.~"econd, the cross-price elasticities are forced to be equal, and I need only present one number for each brand. This is probably the main limitation of using the logit model for merger analysis.
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2"f pricc cntcrcd in a log form, these clasticitics would all bc roughly equal. Bcyond the discussion of which is the "corrcct" functional form, this is disturbing because arbitrary assumptions on functional forms will determine a kcy result.
